
A Time to Plow Conference in Savannah, Georgia 

Prophetic worship, words, declarations, decrees, tongues and interpretation.  

Singing…”I can hear the sound of the river coming down,”  

Father, I declare in this river there is a new frequency being released from 
Heaven over the state of Georgia and a new tune that Georgia will sing.  God is 
putting an equalizer on His frequency.  There is going to be a quantum frequency 
that is going to happen in the river and in this river there is healing and there are 
miracles in this water, says the Lord.  Grab on to the new frequency.  It will cause 
you to begin to jump and full of joy, says God. So receive the new frequency.   
Come up higher.  

Singing…“I can hear the sound of new frequencies.  I can hear the sound of the 
river.  Move in the river of our King.. We are moving in the river covered by your 
blood. We are moving in the river of our King.”     

I decree that the voice of the Lord will break off every form of witchcraft over this 
region and over this state. I decree that the foundation and the wells of the Lord 
that have been established here will be rediscovered and re-dug.  We are the 
children of Abraham and we will rise like Isaac and re-dig the well and the Spirit 
of God will flow and the freshness of the water of life will flow in this land.  

I am seeing that there is a hole, emptiness in this place.  I feel we are going 
around the void but we need to fill the void tonight.  So let’s declare together…
You are holy. Holy are you Lord.  Holy!  Come fill the emptiness.  Come fill this 
place with Your holiness.  Bring Your glory! 

Singing…” Holy, You are holy.  In the sweet soil you have prepared for us let us 
draw deep from Your honeycomb.  Take us to Your ground oh Lord.  Let us step 
into the honeycomb of Your holiness. Holy, holy, holy is Your honey Lord. So dip 
down and draw from the well of His Spirit.”  “If the honey was so good then it’s 
got to be good now.”  “Draw from the Lord, draw from the Lord, draw from the 
Lord, His honey.”   

We declare and decree tonight as we gather for A Time to Plow in Savannah, as 
we have been plowing through the state of Georgia saw we are reaching to pull 
on the depths of the riches of our God.  We say we are reaching up high to pull 
down from Heaven into earth everything that you have purposed for this region.   

Father, we put a demand on the anointing that Dutch and Chuck carry and there 
will be a pull on the anointing that they will release everything.   Father we say in 
the name of Jesus that we pull, pull, pull on the anointing that is needed for this 
region.  We will say, we welcome, we welcome, we welcome the word of the Lord 
in this place. We will stand as watchmen in the region and we will be faithful to 
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steward that which You release.  We will war with Your word and work with You 
and we will work with each other to see Your Kingdom promises come in this 
state.  And Lord I declare that we heard Your word last night and we will dig 
around this state these next twelve months and we say that root will come forth 
and it shall bear fruit, in Jesus Name.   

We declare that this place will be filled with people of faith that will be open to the 
prophetic revelation of the Lord and willing to do what is needed in this hour.  I 
am going to put a demand on this worship team and I say that your energy is 
renewed.  That this honor that you have given to the Lord through this trail of fire 
and glory it is release upon you now, in Jesus Name, and your strength is 
renewed like the eagle.  Even though you have faced the challenges you have 
shown through to shine with the glory of the Lord.   

Singing…”We pull from You our King.”  “We soar like mighty eagles tonight.  We 
roar like mighty lions tonight.  Fly eagles fly. Blow wind of God on this state 
tonight.”   

And I declare now that Savannah and this entire region moves in Shabbat 
Shalom.  That is being pushed back and bounce back is being broken off and the 
striving and working and going in our own strength is being broken off in the state 
of Georgia and that Georgia moves now in the Shabbat Shalom.    

 Chuck Pierce:  Why God ordained Shabbat was so that we would have hope.  
That is what Shalom means.  It means that once a week you stop the cycle you 
are in and you look back at it and then you create a new cycle.  We decree right 
now a new cycle is being created here in Savannah, Georgia.  We say a new 
cycle, a new cycle, a new cycle. 

Singing:  “We declare tonight in Savannah, a new cycle of the Lord.   

We declare we are not going around the same mountain again.  We are not 
repeating the things of the past season again. We say we are breaking up and 
breaking out.   

Singing:  “Breaking up and breaking out.  We are breaking out. It’s a new cycle.  
Reach out and grab it.”  “Old things have passed away.”   

I hear something so incredible. I hear the Lord say that even the highest heaven, 
even My highest heaven is touching down toward Savannah even now.  He said 
to look at the screen.  I am beginning to write a new cycle on the hearts of 
everyone here and also on the heart of Savannah.  He said; I am going to turn 
the cycles tonight in Savannah, Atlanta and in Georgia.  He said that is My hand 
writing new cycles tonight. 

Singing… “There is writing on the wall.  Come on you all.” 
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And as I look on the screen I see the circles are going clockwise and He says 
rewinding some things to set the cycles in order.  He is rewinding, taking us back 
to bring us forward.  And the Lord says, watch I am going to rewind some cycles 
and am going to rewind some things that have gone in the wrong direction and I 
am about to set you on a course in a new direction.   

Singing…” He makes a way where there is no way.  You make a way when there 
is no way. When there was not way…You are the way.  You are the light. ”   

I hear the Lord say that when Nathaniel released that sound there are some that 
came here tonight and you wonder if it is even possible for me to break out of the 
cycle I'm in.  I am going to as him to go back into that sound and I want you to 
reach up and by faith say I can grab hold and I am coming out of the old cycle. 
There are some prodigals that came in here tonight that said if God can touch 
me.  I am saying to you that I am well able to touch you and bring you into a new 
place.  This is an individual and a corporate word.  Savannah, there is grace to 
move into a new cycle.   

Singing…”You make a way.  We remember what You have done and I know You 
will do even more.  You delivered me.  Nothing is impossible for You.  Right now. 
Not tomorrow.”   

And the Lord said that in Savannah and in Georgia you are going to be known for 
being able to break old cycles and bring people into the new place and a new 
era.  Receive that word right now.  We agree with it.  We receive what You give 
us as an inheritance in this place.  

Singing…”All things are possible.  All things are possible through the blood of the 
Son.” “There is power in the blood of the Son, power in the blood.”   

Clay Nash:  The Lord speaks very strongly to me through numbers.  Today is the 
319th day of this year so when I began to see that I looked up the Strong #319 
and this is what it says, latter.  And I heard the Lord say; Georgia is moving into 
the latter glory.  There is outpouring of His latter glory being released on this 
319th day of the year.  But I hear the Lord say; I am releasing it but you are 
going to have to reach up and take hold of it and pull it down into this realm here 
because if you don’t it is just going to hover and brood over and it won’t produce 
what you want it to.  I also heard the Lord say to us, Susan and I, and I believe it 
applies that the seed we plant tonight will be the most significant seed we have 
planted all year.  I heard that and before everyone started coming up I felt we 
were suppose to write the check now.  The atmosphere is right and I feel we are 
suppose to come into agreement, even if you have given.  We are sowing into 
that latter glory.  I believe the glory is going to flow out from Georgia across 
this nation.  It is going to be a governmental glory.  It’s not going to be a 
glory to just lie on the floor.  It is going to be a glory to build with because 
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God is reconstituting this nation but He is going to have to have workers 
that will work in this latter glory.  It’s not coming, it is here.  Look at your 
neighbor and say it’s all over you.  If you can’t see it now, you will see it soon, but 
it’s all over you.  So let’s set our heart about that.  Just reach out and take hold of 
the glory and pull it into your realm and pull it into existence. These seeds that 
are being planted faith wise, and financially, and worship wise and obedience 
wise tonight they are going to break some things open tonight.   

Singing… “ You are a way maker, miracle worker, promise keeper, light in the 
darkness, our God, that is who You are.”   

Message in tongues and interpretation:   

Interpretation of tongues:  The Spirit of the Lord says… I am coming as the 
Ancient books of life.  I am coming as the Ancient of Days, says the Lord.  My 
Spirit is moving in your midst. Even as the glory is descending now it is 
expanding through out the room, but the Spirit of the Lord says, break up the 
fallow ground.  As you worship, break up the fallow ground in the Spirit, says 
the Lord, for I am coming to rain down My glory on you tonight.  I am coming to 
rain My presence down on you tonight. I am coming to release the new wine 
of My Spirit.  For even My people will break up the large grapes tonight.  You 
are crushing the grapes of the Spirit says the Lord and bringing forth the new 
wine of the Spirit.  So the Lord says; Look up for My Spirit is descending in your 
midst.  My Spirit is falling in your midst. That atmosphere is pregnant even now, 
says the Lord, for I am here to deliver and I am here to deliver My people.   
I am raising up Holy apostles and prophets that will come and plow up, not only 
plow up but bring forth the latter glory, says the Lord.  So I say repent so the 
times of refreshing may come.  For it is raining in the Spirit.  It is raining down 
righteousness.  It is raining down glory, says the Lord.  For I am here in your 
midst.  Discern how I am moving because you will suddenly shift, and you 
will suddenly move, and you will suddenly see for I am releasing vision to 
you.  Even tonight the blinders shall be removed so that you can see the 
new thing that I am doing and the new way that I am moving in the Spirit, 
for I am anointing your eyes with eye salve to see and your ears shall be 
opened to hear.  So discern the words that are coming forth.  Discern what I am 
speaking, says the Lord, for this is a sovereign moment.  This is a holy moment 
to take hold of, and to move forward, and to possess what I am releasing in the 
earth, says the Lord of Host.   

  ____________________________________________________________ 
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A Time to Plow Conference in Savannah, Georgia 

Chuck Pierce 

Let’s thank God one more time for Georgia.  Let’s thank Him Florida.  Let’s thank 
Him for the Carolinas.  Let’s thank Him for Tennessee.  Let’s thank Him for 
Mississippi, and if you have a little left, let’s thank Him for Arkansas. It’s such a 
blessing to be here.  I believe this is my fourth visit to Savannah.  It is probably 
one of the key places in America for us to be and pray.  How many of you here 
are from Savannah?  Let’s thank God for them.   

This is such a key time and the way the Lord orchestrated the timing of this 
meeting is beyond supernatural because as many of you know, yesterday was 
the anniversary of when Sherman started his march from Atlanta to Savannah 
and most of you know that when he got to Savannah because it is such a 
beautiful city he refused to destroy it and presented it to Abraham Lincoln as a 
Christmas gift.  That speaks to us in a way that says God always had a plan for 
this city and the enemy has tried to always keep it under a curse.  We are 
going to decree tonight that there is a change coming.  Savannah has 
probably been known as one of the centers for the occult worship in the 
United States, if not the center of influence of the East Coast.  It has always 
been a blessing for me to be here because in my blood line I have a history.  That 
history looks very much like this city so usually when I know I am coming here I 
have great intercession for this city and great compassion for the people of this 
city but I also know that the will of God is for great change for this city.  So I will 
share some things with you and I will periodically call some people up to interject 
before Dutch presents the key that I believe is for revival, or one of the keys for 
revival of our nation is here.  As a matter of fact I heard in the tongue that was 
given, the Lord says there are keys here but I must uncover them.  So we 
want to be sure tonight we move beyond what we see and into a new realm 
and decree that anointing over you as we move into this next season.     

We have four more regional gathers, two in California, one in Colorado, and one 
in Vegas.  So we go from here to Vegas.  I think that is real appropriate because 
you have to understand the connection of mammon and how mammon operates.  
So tonight I want us to look at some things before Dutch comes that might help 
you as we continue to pray for Georgia.  I also don’t think it is a coincidence that 
the biggest game of the week in football is in Georgia.  It’s amazing how God 
orchestrates all of this.  Here is the thing we want to understand.  We have 
entered a new era of Holy Spirit!  Now when we say the new era of Holy Spirit we 
have to understand that Holy Spirit has been working in the earth realm ever 
since the Lord blew on His disciples in John 20.  Remember He went through 
that door they had locked in the upper room and He shifted them from 
being disciples to being apostles.  
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You see there comes a time where if you are going to move into the next 
dimension of Holy Spirit you are going to have to make that governmental shift 
because disciples are those being taught and apostles are those being 
executed.  So, He released them and He gave them the ability to go forth and to 
forgive, which was just heresy to that religious structure that people could release 
forgiveness for sins that had been committed, the sins of the past and sins going 
into the present.  It was amazing the shift that occurred and then Holy Spirit 
began to manifest.  As the early church grew Holy Spirit manifested and 
manifested and we had demonstration after demonstration of Holy Spirit.  After 
the revelation of the church that the Lord gave Peter in Matthew 16 (this is one of 
the things I want to say to you) that was in Caesarea Phillipi which was probably 
the darkest most occult place in all of the region. That doesn’t stop the Lord from 
breaking down. It really has no bearing.  What has bearing is how you connect to 
the Father in the throne room where ever you are because you have the ability to 
go past all the powers and principalities over a region, ascend into the throne 
room and as it says in 1 Corinthians 2, you have the ability to gain wisdom for 
this age, wisdom that no power or principality has access to.  You see when the 
Lord seated Himself next to the Father and He is seated there making 
intercession for us, all of a sudden Satan had no more access to roam into the 
Council of God.  But, you have access.  Look at someone and say, you can have 
wisdom to overthrow the enemy.     

Now, in this era, the war intensifies and that is something we need to understand 
that we are headed into.  I think we all know when we listen to the news we see 
all the chaos and the confusion.  It is because we are making great headway in 
the Kingdom of God.  When you are making headway and the Kingdom of God is 
advancing by the Spirit all of a sudden you see the accuser grabbing to gain 
control and stop the move of God.  You see him doing everything he can.  It’s 
because we have made headway to expose him in a new way.  So we come to 
this era we are in, and I showed this last night, it looks like this. The Lion of the 
Tribe of Judah is roaring and God’s Judah Tribe in the earth needs to 
receive that roar and roar in the earth realm on His behalf.  That is why He 
gathers us in meetings like this.  This isn’t a church meeting.  It is a Kingdom 
meeting.  So, it becomes very important that you know that you signed up 
tonight to represent that roar as you go out of here.  One article I read one 
time about Savannah said that every inch of it is haunted.  So as I was thinking 
about that I said, now look down at your feet and tell your feet that the Glory of 
God is going to come through them.  So every place you walk the Glory of God is 
going to come in.  

Now I know about spiritual forces because in my family I had a Godly inheritance 
and I had an evil inheritance and I was introduced to both sides.  I was given a 
word in 1976 saying; you are going to have to choose which line you are going to 
go with in your inheritance, the Godly or the evil.  You will not be able to walk 
both because you are single minded and because of that you have to make a 
choice and the sooner you make that choice the better.  I chose the Godly!  Now, 
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by choosing the Godly, I had to deal with a lot of things.  A lot of things!  I still 
have to always constantly be aware of structures that are prevalent in areas and 
territories as the Lord takes me around the world.  But in the midst of it I can 
remember the moment I started getting delivered from the occult. I went and I 
laid down on my couch.  Here is what I want you to understand about the occult.  
It is a fine line between word of knowledge and ESP.  It’s a very fine line.  I laid 
on that couch and said, Lord I am not getting up from here until I am sure You 
have brought Your Word by Your Spirit down into me and divided asunder the 
difference between ESP and work of knowledge because I had word of 
knowledge.  I operated in it.  Yet every time I would operate in it the enemy would 
accuse me of things that I had a knowing.  Well, I had family that could tell 
fortunes so I had to say, Ok Lord, You have got to get me to a place so I can walk 
in Your prophetic realm that You are calling me into.   

Now I want to say to you.  For this much spiritual activity to be in Savannah, 
it says there is a revelatory call on this area.  There is a call of the power of 
Holy Spirit demonstration that has never come into fullness and the enemy 
is trying to grab hold of it.  And, tonight He knew who he could send.  It is 
getting better the longer I stand up here because yesterday when I started flying 
over here all of a sudden it was like a chain and a grip went around my ankle and 
that only starts when I am dealing with the evil eye and when that gout thing in 
my blood line tries to grab hold.  I just said; Watch me be standing at the end of 
the day.  That’s how you have to work with evil spirits.  You have to say; Greater 
is He who is in me than he who is in the world.  One of us is going and I am 
going to tell you I am going to be standing when the day is over. Here I am 
supposed to be ministering and I have had everybody I’ve run into pray for me.  
Even the lady who is serving drinks back at the hotel.  I said; I’ve got a bad leg.  
The enemy is trying to stop me and I’ve got to speak.  I said; Do you pray?  She 
said; occasionally.  You see when you get desperate you just move. 

Now, this is what I am going to show you.  This is what the symbol eighty looks 
like in Hebrew. This symbol has great motion about it but it represents a mouth 
speaking.  What that says is that we have entered a decade of a mouth 
speaking.  Look at somebody and say, I think he is talking about you.  This is 
what a lot of people don’t understand about spiritual warfare, I have watched the 
Lord take me all over the world dealing with things, and someone asks if I enjoy 
all of that.  I don’t know that I enjoy doing it, but somebody has to do it.  
Somebody has to!  I remember one time we had to go through this place in Italy 
where there were seven columns and we had to walk down and there at the end 
of it is where the Oracles of Delphi were and you had to decree that there is a 
prophetic change coming and that those oracles of the occult were not going to 
rule and overthrow the latter church because that is what overthrew the former 
church.  You find that in history in the early church in 70AD and all that started 
taking action against it.  
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Now, we are on this 22 regional tour because God is ready for revival and 
awakening in this nation.  Now I am going to tell you this.  When Savannah 
breaks through the whole nation breaks through.  Here is actually what this 
means.  This is an era where freedom is a result of our speech response!  So, 
all of your teachings are for this era.  Depending on our speech response is how 
we will gain freedom.  So somebody has to speak.  Now you say, why do we 
have to speak?  Why can’t we just pray silently?  Why can’t we just come into 
agreement knowing what needs to happen?  Well, when He knit you together in 
your mothers womb, He was matrixing you and in doing that He was knitting His 
name to you.  The word name means shaman which is linked with sky and the 
atmosphere.  So what the Lord was doing was knitting His names in you so 
that when you return your spirit to Him and make Him the father of your 
spirit He can activate all of His names in you.  And, then what happens is, 
the minute you make a decree with His name behind it, it starts penetrating 
the atmosphere you are in.  That is exactly what it means.  One of my 
backgrounds is native.  My grandmother and great grandmother was native.  You 
have to understand the power of the shaman.   

Pastor Derek is from the First African Baptist Church here in Savannah.  Please 
come up here.  You see for us to be here and deal with the things we are going to 
deal with Pastor Derek is going to invite the Spirit of Revelation into this city 
and he is going to release us to have the authority to say some things we 
need to say.  First of all, before we do that I want John and Cheryl to come up 
because I started seeing things after last night when I went back to my room.  I 
started seeing a dimension and I said Lord this is so important that we are doing 
this at this time and I heard the Lord say, Stop at Macon.  Stop there; it is a key 
seat that has to have words spoken from there. And so, I wasn’t feeling very 
well this morning and I knew they were drive and I said you are going to have to 
stop at Macon and you are going to have to deal with some things. So first, 
before we get to Savannah because we spoke some things last night in Atlanta, I 
want you to decree and share what you shared in Macon.  Then we will get here 
to Savannah and he will invite us in to bring that anointing. 

Cheryl:  So as we were driving this morning, I pictured Sherman’s army and as 
they walked through the heat they were plowing the ground and the Spirit 
of God said to me, You are going to plow much deeper today.  You are 
going to go way back in the dirt and so we went to the Native American 
mounds in Macon and when we went into the governmental mounds which 
is a thousand years old the floor or ground of this governmental place is a 
thousand years old and we began to decree and the Lord said to dismantle 
the altar that was placed here a thousand years ago and cut off the 
attachment to that spider thing Chuck saw last night.  The Lord said; you 
are cutting g off the place that the web attaches into Macon.   

Chuck:  (Showed that picture of Georgia and see what it looked like from heaven 
in 2008 on May 31st).  It had two huge thrones of iniquity.  One in Atlanta and 
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one in Savannah and over it you could look down from heaven and there 
was a web over it.  Now why this is important is these huge spider statues, 32 of 
them are being established world wide to control territories and they are called 
Mamans. (Showed the picture of the big spider being built in key places world 
wide)  So what Cheryl is saying is the team there had to pull this off. 

Cheryl:  The other thing about this area is it was one of the first trade routes 
from this area that went out to the sea so iniquity travels a lot of times on 
these trade routes.  So we dealt with that at that place today.  1:27 

John:  Last night the statement was made about reaching into the past and 
bringing it into the present to enable your future.  While we were there I was 
reading a placard in the museum and it was talking about an annual celebration 
called the Green Corn celebration which celebrates the lighting of new fire 
in the territory and that was exactly what we were doing last night in 
Atlanta.  We were celebrating the new fire that was coming and so as we 
reach back into the past and bring that to the future, that celebration 
probably hasn’t happened for hundreds of years since that people group is not 
there anymore.  We are going to connect with that group now and celebrate the 
lighting of new fire in Savannah.  Not only in Savannah but in all of 
Georgia.  Stand with me and let out a celebratory holler.   

Chuck:  Keep standing.  On this 50 state tour we have not dealt with things like 
this fully the way we are tonight.  It took you coming tonight to this city called 
Savannah to say there is a divine overturn going to start happening. 

Derek:  As we walked into this place and have been speaking about walking on 
holy ground.  Old ground in Savannah has just really become hard ground 
it’s the ground that we walked on over and over and over again.  A path has 
been set and instead of individuals that are coming in, instead of choosing their 
own path and choosing the path of the Lord, they have decided to walk in the 
same path.  And as they were singing, the fallow ground had to be broken up and 
the plowing that has taken place, you guys have plowed the same path that 
Sherman plowed from Atlanta to Savannah and to sacrifice it to say that this is a 
seed that I will be giving as a gift.  God has always had His hand on Savannah. 
Our ancestors at First African Baptist were able to step outside of what they knew 
in order to build a place for them to worship.  Not only were they able to build a 
place of worship, but it was a home away from home.  It was freedom, it was 
liberty. It was something that they had to call their own no matter what their 
circumstances are.  In Savannah we tend to look at our circumstances and say 
that because it has been this way, we can’t change.  But the voice of the Lord is 
saying… Come one, come all.  I bring you into this place so that you can 
leave with more than you came in with and that the joy of the Lord will not 
only be your strength but the joy of the Lord will carry you in everything 
that He has given to you. 
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Chuck:  WOW.  Let’s thank God.  Now, I want you to decree the bloodline of 
Jesus Christ is being set all the way from Atlanta to Savannah and every 
place that everyone of us in this room go.  I say that we are covered by that 
bloodline and no power and no principality can permeate it and do evil 
works from it.   We say right now there is a bloodline, a new bloodline that 
was set between the communication of the old government that was 
formed in Macon and a new blood line that is being set here in Savannah.  
Let’s thank God that the Lord Jesus Christ of Nazareth by His Spirit is 
reigning over us.   

This becomes so important.  Savannah, Georgia is a high place.  Not just high 
in elevation but high in operation. (Looking at the picture of the spider.)  Why in 
the world would this become the symbol of the coming era?   It is because, I think 
it is in Job Chapter 8, there is a scripture about when evil takes root it 
creates a web like a spider.  The Lord says; I have got to tear down these 
webs.  Everyone of these creatures have 32 babies in the sack behind them 
which represents going from that place where they are established to 32 more 
places.  Now the only state that had a web over it when God caught me up in 
2008 was Atlanta.  (You can listen to the tape from last night.)  And the Lord says; 
I am ready for this web to come off of this state.  I do not want this state 
under a web. It is talking about when the enemy operates their paths forget 
God.  The hope of the Godless perish for he is confidence is fragile and 
breaks and his trust is like a spiders web.  So what the Lord is saying is; I am 
pulling false trust off.  Now this is one of the things we are going to see 
during this era.  False trust is being removed from the structures that we 
operate in. So it becomes important to understand that in its place the 
enemy builds a grid of operation.   

(Show the grid  to see how iniquity works.)  You see, iniquity is different from sin 
which was so clearly spoken last night.  It means to bend, to twist, like train up a 
child in the way it should go.  You see iniquity operates the same way.  If you 
have it in your bloodline your children will be trained up and go that way.  So 
what happens is there becomes this incredible war.  So what happens is iniquity 
has covenant breaking.  It has idolatry and blood sacrifice.  It has illegal 
blood shed.  It has sexual immorality.  But most of all it has God blocking 
and so what you find probably is all of those structures build a grid of 
operation in a territory that separates the people of God from the reality 
that He has for them.  In the midst of it we want to say that every one of those 
structures when you look at the history it becomes important because it 
points you into the future and yet it has to be realigned between heaven 
and earth.  When you look at Savannah it probably has each one of these 
working in it with the motivating power was what John and Cheryl said, the trade 
routes between.  It became such a city of trade that where it was anti-slavery 
at one time, it then became the center of slavery because of money. So you 
see how things work once perversion starts twisting.   
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This is what I want to leave with you, Ezekiel 28 talking about the King of Tyre 
who was a type of Lucifer that was operating in the earth through government.  It 
says in verse 12, “You were the full measure of perfection, the finishing 
touch, full of wisdom and perfect in beauty. You were in Eden, the garden of 
God. Every precious stone was your covering. Every precious stone was 
your covering:  
The Sardis, topaz, and diamond, Beryl, onyx, and jasper, Sapphire, 
turquoise, and emerald with gold. The workmanship of your timbrels and 
pipes was prepared for you on the day you were created.  You were the 
anointed cherub who covers and protects.”   Now think of the redemptive plan 
that Father had for Lucifer and yet when he fell all of that became a total reversal.  
It says, “I placed you there.  You were on the holy mountain of God.  You walked 
in the midst of the stones of fire.  You were blameless.” And it goes on to say that 
through the abundance of your trading you created iniquity.  So iniquity 
really comes through our exchange of money.  That is why giving is so 
important.  Every dollar has two things on it, in God we trust and the evil eye.  
The evil eye is placed there so that if you don’t trust God with your finances the 
eye follows you. You say; should we get rid of all of our dollars?  Well if you want 
to bring them.   

But, in the midst of it I am going to give you an avenue to bring anything to my 
altar and I will sanctify it.  But if we do slavery for money all of a sudden we 
have created a curse in the earth realm.  It goes on to say that he was so 
beautiful and he used sound as his weapon that he had.  You see now why it 
becomes a real war of him trying to cover over because when you have the 
occult, occult means hidden.  These networks form a hidden structure of 
wealth so you can’t get to the true wealth.  So you can’t get to the true 
redemption of a city.  So you can’t get into the fullness of your destiny.  So that 
says to me that this is one of the greatest places of strongholds in our 
nation that Satan has in someway tried to cover over through everything 
because of how God planned to use you so mightily in days ahead.  That 
says to me that what we are going to decree here tonight is this divine reversal 
where layer after layer comes off.  You have to go back to Lucifer and what he 
was.  He used mammon to create and enslave and he used sound to cover 
over.  So, what he used to cover over and hold captive in a territory and 
iniquitous structure is sound.  That is why we have entered a decade where we 
will war with sound.  And, Judah will arise. And, Judah will go first.  And, there will 
be worship that uncovers the revelation.   

So, this is what I want to do.  I want to decree tonight that a spirit of revelation 
and a spirit of wisdom starts so operating in this region that you start 
seeing everything that has been covered over that needs to be released.  
The only way that spiritual forces can control something is it has to have 
bone structure.  Bone structure is filled with marrow down in the ground.  I 
want to say to you, Tallahassee is built on layer after layer after layer of Godly 
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bones of people who had the fire of God in their bone marrow. And, they were 
stopped and it has never come to fullness.   

The Lord says tonight, I am going to start uncovering words and revelation 
from Savannah that will shake a nation.  I am going to start having worship 
gatherings in that place that will cause this whole city to shake.  I a going 
to start moving in a way here that you have never seen Me move and a 
nation will hear that Savannah has come alive to the supernatural because 
this decade is also linked with the supernatural coming alive.  The Lord 
says; you wait until I reveal My Spirit in Savannah.  You wait until My Spirit 
rises up and there is a move of My Spirit out of Savannah.  I say to you, it 
will cause supernatural forces to bow.  I am starting to move from 
Savannah now with a Spirit of revelation instead of a spirit of occult.  Just 
as Paul prayer over Ephesus I decree it now over Savannah in Jesus Name.  
Let’s give a shout. And now comes Apostle Dutch Sheets who will lead us in the 
decrees that will change America. 
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A Time to Plow Conference in Savannah, Georgia 

Dutch Sheets 

This is an awesome turn out.  Tell each other you look great and say it like you 
mean it. Is there any body here from Savannah?  I think this is my first time here.  
I can’t believe I have never spoken in Savannah, Georgia before now.  I have 
been here but never spoken here before.  I did not know this was the capital of 
witchcraft.  I had no idea.  I don’t know how I missed that.  I was trying to focus 
some while Chuck was speaking because I am always listen to what is being 
said before I get up to try to give a message that will be in sync with what is he is 
saying.  So I was really trying to focus on the words wisdom and revelation. It’s a 
fascinating word.  

The opposite of revelation is witchcraft which means to hide or veil.  That’s 
the meaning of the word kalusis or kalusa in Greek.  It means to hide 
something. It is a grid, a veil, or a cover. Undoing that is revelation.  All you 
have to do to get the word revelation in Greek is take the words veil, cover, 
or grid is take the work kalusa and put the word apo in front of it and now 
you have the word revelation or apocalypse.  So what I am hearing the Lord 
say here tonight is He wants to do the apo and He wants to reverse what the 
enemy has done here with this evil grid and by the blood of Jesus He wants 
to cleanse and wipe that away.  He wants to lift the veil and give the spirit of 
revelation in this region by the hovering of His Spirit.  So we are going there 
in just a minute.  You can’t war just with wisdom.  You have to war with wisdom 
and revelation. Those are two things that work together.  In the gifting sense of 
the five fold ministry it is the apostle and the prophetic. The apostle represents 
wisdom and the prophetic represents revelation. You have to have those two 
working together. It is the foundation of the prophets. You can build with wisdom 
only but you cannot war with wisdom only.  You must war with wisdom and 
revelation because the spirit of revelation connected to the prophetic is what 
breaks through. It is the warring aspect of the two.  That is why Jezebel hates 
the prophetic because the prophetic not only exposes it unseats.  It breaks 
through.  The apostolic builds but the prophetic will also help build but also 
tear down or demolish.   

A friend of mine had a dream several years ago of me sitting at a table at a 
convention center where they have displays.  It was huge, about 300 yards long.  
I was sitting at the far end and there was a sign over me that you could see the 
word war.  The closer he walked to me you could actually see that each letter 
actually stood for the smaller words which were under it that he could see when it 
got closer.  War stood for wisdom and revelation.  Getting closer it said wisdom 
with revelation.  Then the closer he got to me sitting at the table it was like half of 
me was old and half of me was young.  The half that was old was under wisdom 
and the half that was young was under revelation.  The side of me that was 
under revelation that was young had a pen and was writing revelation.  
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So I feel like the Lord is saying we are here to war with wisdom and revelation 
and we are here to uncover as Chuck said to lift the veil and to leave 
behind in this region a fresh spirit of revelation.  We are here to lift the grid 
and allow the spirit of revelation to permeate the ground.  Now there is no 
way to accomplish that just through a sermon. That can only be accomplished by 
an outpouring of Holy Spirit.  When you tap in to what He is saying and come into 
agreement with Him and the ground has been prepared.  Obviously the ground in 
this region has been prepared.  Obviously we have come to a season when He 
can do this.  He just doesn’t do things when He gets around to it or decides oh I 
will take care of Savannah now.  He does things when the preparation needed 
has given Him the ability without violating His principles to do that.  Does that 
make sense?  So this tells me that we have come to a point where God can 
do something in the region.  And, we are going to do it tonight!  That’s one 
thing I have great confidence in.  When God says to do something, we can do it. 
So He can lift that veil tonight.   

There is a dream which I think Clay had a year or so ago.  It was mentioned to be 
by someone in Atlanta last night, but I have been thinking about this dream a lot 
lately.  I feel like we are to release a fulfillment of it tonight to begin in this nation.  
I think there is a reason beyond just coincidence that this Bible oil is flowing in 
Georgia.  Some of you are a little leery of that and I was to when I first heard 
about it.  You know some of these manifestations are phony and some of it is 
ridiculous.  But I did research and I met the man and have come to believe it is a 
holy thing.  I’m talking about the oil that is flowing out of this Bible.  How many of 
you know about it?   

Clay had a dream and in the dream a high level US government person, actually 
a member of the US cabinet came to him and said; we have been given one 
thousand tankers of one thousand year old oil from Israel that has been prayed 
over by the Jews for a thousand years.  A thousand tankers, that’s a lot of oil.  A 
thousand tankers of thousand year old prayed over by Jews for a thousand 
years.  Think about that!   Then this man said to Clay; weren’t you a crop duster? 
And Clay said, yes.  Then this man asked:  could get some of his crop duster 
buddies and take this oil spray it and re-anoint America with this thousand year 
old oil?  I think that we are to do more than just pray that the spirit of revelation 
comes. I think we are to pray that the oil starts to flow.  This just leaped up in me.  
The Lord says; I have got some thousand year old oil and I’ve got plenty of it and 
I am about to spray this nation.  Why not just start right here?  Let the oil of the 
spirit be released and the spirit of revelation be released.  Do you want to speak 
into that Clay?  I know you had the dream.   
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Clay Nash:  I have never had this though but I feel while Dutch was talking about 
this, that oil is flowing out of that Bible and I believe God is beginning something 
here tonight.    I have been aware for some time that it was not time to re-anoint 
but I have come to understand that this dream speaks about a fresh Pentecost; a 
fresh enduement of power.  I heard the Lord say; if My wind shall blow in 
Georgia through the mulberry trees, there must be a fresh planting of 
mulberry trees in Georgia.  For I have established a stone of Ebenezer, a 
stone of help, says the Lord.  And, it shall begin to roll across this state and 
it will crush that which needs to be crushed but it shall lift up that which 
needs to be lifted up.  For the oil shall increase for surely there will be 
some that try to duplicate it and falsify it; but expect to hear of other places 
in Georgia where the oil begins to flow.  Even from a rock it shall flow and it 
shall cause the eyes of the nation to be turned on Georgia again.  Even as it 
has in the past in the election and other things but it will be because of 
righteousness released, says the Lord. 

Jacquie Tyre:  I hear the Lord say; even as you have an Ebenezer just up the 
river where many came from the new government officials and the 
educational officials in the beginning days in the State of Georgia.  So shall 
there be a new level of the new Ebenezer anointing to come into this state 
that will raise up righteous men and women of God who will know how to 
go and take the mountains of the Lord with the oil of the Spirit.   

Dutch Sheets:  Amen.  What do we do with that?  Just flow with it.  It’s alright isn’t 
it?  

Chuck Pierce:  First of all let’s stand up.  Because it says that there are going 
to be trade structures that came through here that are linked with oil that 
will be a sign of the shift that is going on and the Lord says He is going to 
have to sanctify this in a new say.  Now come tell us one more time what that 
was on the mounds.   

Sheryl:  These were not burial mounds, they were governmental where they 
would gather together and decree governmental decrees and laws and we 
saw a thousand year old altar and the Lord said this altar had to be taken 
down because it was connected with an unrighteous iniquitous trade 
structure that went all the way through the river there and joined another 
river and came out at Savannah.   

Chuck:  It was actually the first really international trade structure that was 
linked to America.  And so, when you think of that being from here, that 
becomes so important for us to see because it says now because all of the 
international trade and what we are doing tonight is to start shifting them.  
It also says that there is a new apostolic anointing coming on Georgia. Now if 
you are not from Georgia, raise your hand.  Now all of those that have their 
hands up, if you are from Georgia, put your hand on those with their hands up 
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and say we are releasing a new anointing on you.  Georgia is being anointed in 
a new way governmentally, now hear me, governmentally (you have to flow 
in this prophetically) and it is being anointed in the trade structure 
differently and it is going to change the whole course of America. Now what 
I have always seen and it’s recorded in several of my books, when God showed 
me Georgia, He said if His Kingdom people didn’t come into their new 
anointing it would be the Islamic headquarters of America.  You see it has 
got a governmental anointing on it and so the Lord says tonight that the 
governmental anointing is shifting and it is coming by revelation.  There is 
a new prophetic move that is going to come through the church of Georgia.  
There is a new revelatory move that is going to come through the church of 
Georgia.  The Lord says what He intended by bringing Africans here and 
black Americans from here the Lord says a whole new move of God is 
going to flow through black Americans into Georgia.  It is ready for a new 
move in the Spirit in black America just like what’s been working over the 
last 20 or 30 years to see a new move of the Spirit in the first people of our 
nation where the Lord is so involved.   

I will actually be going to two leadership gatherings of chiefs from all over this 
nation in two different places.  And so the Lord says to us; I am coming.  Georgia 
is going to be know for a move of God that is coming that will cause trade 
to be shifted and to cause the prophetic to be shifted but it is also going to 
be known as a supernatural breakout state, Lord we say; Let it happen and 
we say let the supernatural dynamic that has never fully broken out of black 
America come alive now in Georgia.  Now, if you are of African descent or of 
black America raise your hand.  God wants you to have a new prophetic 
anointing. (Lay your hands on those around you.)  The Lord says; there is a 
new prophetic anointing and the religious structure of the past is going to 
start breaking.  The Lord says there is a new prophetic voice coming to 
black America.  Lord, we loose it right now in Jesus Name.  We say it will be 
heard through out all of America! 

Clay:  When Chuck was prophesying and releasing that just then, on March 22nd 
we were here in Savannah in a prayer meeting at the First African Baptist Church 
and I had a vision.  I saw a man standing in the balcony and he was dressed in 
clothes of what I would have thought to be in the 1700’s.  After the prayer 
meeting and getting to meet this man of God I told him I saw a white man 
standing up in the balcony in a vision and do you have any idea what it is about.  
I will never forget what he said to me; It was Henry Sharp.  I remember that I 
asked, does he come here often?  He was so sure he knew who he was and this 
is the story that he told me. He was a plantation, a slave owner, in South Carolina 
and he had a slave named George Lieles and he discerned that George’s 
original intent was to preach and not be a slave.  He freed him and he took him to 
his white Baptist church and he had him ordained and they sent him to 
Savannah.  But not only that, George Lieles is written up in history as the first 
missionary ever sent from this nation to another nation. They sent him to Jamaica 
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and he planted a church there and he grew it to 8,000 people.  That is what 
history records.  God lifted a cap off of that.  There will be a movement coming 
across the nation where we begin to discern people by God’s original intent for 
them.  Not by mans intent or agenda.  God’s emancipation is coming to this 
nation.  It will not be by the ways of man. But, they will come into what I created 
them to be.  Watch and see the successful millionaires and multi-millionaires that 
are African American who will be coming out of Georgia in the next season, says 
the Lord.  For the wealth transfer shall be upon my African American people and 
they shall stand tall in creative thoughts and in creative ideas and will cause a 
wealth transfer to come into them, says the Lord.  

Jacquie Tyer:  And when Sherman took his march from Atlanta to Savannah he 
went in and plundered the land. He didn’t just burn.  He plundered the land and 
he trampled on the people and he hurt not just the white but he hurt and 
traumatized and blacks across the region.  Everywhere he went he dug up the 
train tracks and he took the spikes and he put them around the trees and they 
became known as Sherman’s neckties.  The Lord says; I am taking back the 
spikes and I am planting the nails, the railroad spikes, into the ground and laying 
new tracks.  There are tracks of freedom coming across the region in every place 
that religion, racism, genderism and every other ism has sought to keep the 
people bound are being loosed and freedom is coming to this state.   

Dutch Sheets:  Can we just decree that.  Let’s pray in the Spirit for a minute.  We 
just decree that reversal of what the enemy brought in to this region and it 
permeated the atmosphere and defiled the land but we say the reversing, the 
apo, is taking place right now. The lifting of the grid, the undoing of the veil of 
witchcraft, of evil, of bondage, iniquity and curses over this region of the nation.  
We just decree the undoing is now taking place and the purposes of God and the 
original intent is now being brought up out of the ground and permeating the 
atmosphere over Georgia, Florida, S. Carolina, Alabama, and N. Carolina.  This 
entire region is now moving into its original intent, in the Name of Jesus.  And the 
sound of heaven is being released over this region and the Spirit of wisdom and 
revelation.  The spirit of witchcraft and the occult is being broken over this region, 
in the mighty Name of Jesus!!!  

Chuck Pierce:  Shout emancipation! emancipation out of religion!  I am telling 
you, we are being emancipated!  And the Lord says; there is a train from heaven 
coming down and I say it will cause tracks to be made and I am laying new 
tracks, says the Lord! 

Dutch Sheets:  Lord, we just say that this track goes all the way to Washington.  
When Chuck and I were in Tallahassee he saw another picture (show the picture 
of Georgia he had from a vision in 2008).  He saw all of the states but Florida had 
an evil serpent coming from the south of Florida, a dark road that looked like a 
serpent going all the way up to the top of Florida.  From the tip to the top and 
then up into Georgia.  That picture of the black cloud in Georgia was the 
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extending of the evil from Florida into Georgia.  When we were in Tallahassee he 
saw that transformed into a backbone and I saw that backbone continue from 
Florida all the way up the east coast into Washington; right through Georgia and 
through S. Carolina, N. Carolina and into Virginia and on up to Washington, DC.  
We have known for a long time there is some kind of supernatural connection 
governmentally between here and the Nations Capital.  We are just going to 
decree right now that that which is broken and cleansed here and restored to its 
original intent and the evil poisonous grid over this region that is being lifted and 
replaced with the spirit of revelation, we are going to decree that it is going to go 
all the way to Washington, DC.  Is there enough faith in the room to believe we 
can do that?   

Lord, we just say that what you are doing is not just for here.  That which 
happened here wasn’t just about here.  It was about the nation and the undoing 
of what happened here is now for the nation.  We say that that evil serpent and 
that evil grid is now being cleansed and a backbone of steel is replaced by a pure 
living backbone that has nerves and cells and that functions properly goes from 
here all the way up to Washington, DC.  An ability to communicate and to hear 
and to receive revelation and rails where revelation can travel back and forth, we 
say goes from here all the way to Washington DC and the evil eye, the evil grid is 
broken.  Man I felt that!  The evil eye, the evil grid, and the evil witchcraft that has 
controlled this nation is now broken and pulled up from the roots and the spirit of 
revelation can go all the way from here to Washington, DC!  

Clay Nash:  Father, we just declare an unlimited measure of discernment to rest 
upon your people, right out of Georgia.  When we did the Albany, Georgia 
service, the third one, I had a peculiar dream and I saw the Lord’s hand drop a 
line and he dropped it over a body of water in Albany.  I’ve had this dream five 
times in five locations now.   That was the second time I had it. When He 
dropped the plumb line on the end was a plumb bob and in the water was a 
Leviathan creature. It began to swing back and forth and the plumb bob would 
slice its back and every time it would slice its back it would bite itself until 
eventually it grabbed a hold of itself with a death hold and in the dream all I could 
see was it in a death roll on the bottom and it just kept rolling and rolling and 
rolling.  This is what I heard the Lord say; that the body of water in Albany was 
the Flint River and I hear the Lord saying; I am giving the people of Georgia a 
forehead of flint for the resistance that has held you back even in the election I 
have given you that which will press you through to a place of breakout and 
breakthrough.  For even as you set forth your forehead of flint watch and see for I 
have establishing this place as the nose in the body of Christ for the nation.  For 
it shall no longer be a flat nose, says the Lord, for I am sharpening your 
discernment and sharpening your nose. Watch and see the revelation that shall 
begin to come out of this state, says the Lord, but it will take the forehead of flint 
to see you through for the resistance shall be great, but the breakthrough shall 
be greater, says the Lord.  I just feel this so strong in my spirit.  You need to get a 
vision of that plumb bob.  I don’t know if it is important but I had the same dream 
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in Paducah, Kentucky on the Ohio River and on Lake LBJ in Austin, Texas, and 
at the Arkansas River at Fort Smith.  I had it at Lake Superior when I in Kansas at 
the meeting with Barbara and Tim and I’m not remembering the other one.  One 
of the things I can say is everyone of the places I was when I had it was places 
that had a lot of liberal influence or move of the liberals there.  So I feel that it is 
being broken here.  I’m going to give it back to Dutch and just ask you to take 
some ones hand.   

Jacquie Tyer:  Right after Clay had that dream in Albany, within the next week to 
ten days, the largest alligator that was ever captured and killed in the state was 
captured and killed.  When it happened I heard the Lord say; I am bringing 
Leviathan down and that which has bitten and devoured even in the Body of 
Christ is coming out of its place of influence and there is a people of God moving 
through the state of Georgia that will be know by the glory of humility.  Not by the 
shroud of humility but by the glory of humility.   

Dutch Sheets:  Thank you Lord.  When you get to this point and God moves in a 
meeting like this doing warfare, a lot of people when they hear about warfare 
think that it means we scream at demons, but the key to successfully warring 
against the enemy is to hear what God is saying and then do what He is says 
and say what He says. The secret to the key is not volume or intensity, although 
that sometimes happened, the key is what is He saying? You do what He says to 
do and say what He says. When you say what He says it becomes a sword.  
When Ephesians says take the Sword of the Spirit which is the Word of God it is 
the spoken word.  Don’t confuse and think that rhema always means revelation.  
Rhema means spoken words.  It’s as simple as that.  It is not even a religious 
word it is just used in scripture also.  The words coming out of my mouth right 
now, in the Greek, would be called rhema because they are spoken.  So you take 
the Sword of the Spirit, which is the spoken word of God.  It’s not a sword until 
you say it.  It’s not a sword just because you think it. I encourage when you think 
it and helps the way you think and renews your mind when you think on it, but, 
for the sword against the enemy until you say it.   

I think it is so fascinating that we are so far down the road in this prayer journey 
of turn the nation, He is basically saying to us tonight, I’m here and this is not the 
beginning but this is the end of the battle.  I’m here to announce to you I’m doing 
this!  I’m turning the tables on the enemy and I’m cleansing the land, I'm lifting 
the veil, I’m making Leviathan flip around and bite himself, I’m releasing this 
nation and this region, I’m transforming darkness, I’m doing all of these things.   

Sometimes you just get to the point where you just begin to shout, begin to 
praise, and being to declare victory in a meeting and that is really what the Lord 
is doing tonight.  He is not saying to start over, you know, go back and start 
repenting, but He is saying to decree and the victory is taking place. 
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Clay Nash:  I hear the Lord say that the plowing that Chuck and Dutch have been 
doing across the nation have now awakened the soil and it is time to go to work 
planting the seed because there is a harvest coming, says the Lord.   

Jacquie Tyer:  Last week when we were in intercession the Lord said, not only 
are you going to plant the seed but there are seeds that are laying dormant in the 
ground that the plowing is causing to come into activation.  

Dutch Sheets:  I love meetings like this because this is what the Bible says about 
prophesying.  It is appropriate for the ones in the meeting who want to share the 
revelation they have then take a step back and let the others share.  We are 
moving into a season where you are going to see leaders begin to work together 
in this way.  There is no one person anointed enough to do by themselves to do 
what God is going through the body working together.  There have been seven or 
eight people up here so far who work together prophetically.  This brings a 
multiplied power when you get the synergy of agreement taking place like this.  It 
is a beautiful thing and an awesome thing.   

I am just going to decree again over this region what I am hearing God say, Just 
begin to pray in the Spirit again.  Lord, we thank You that You are reversing the 
curses in the ground and the atmosphere in this region.  We thank you Lord that 
You even said last night that mercy is hovering over Georgia.  This is not just 
about Georgia.  This doesn’t stop at the state line.  This is about this region of the 
nation.  Mercy is hovering over this region.  Covenant love, that is what mercy is. 
Covenant love is hovering over this region.  Where the enemy brought curses, 
You are now releasing blessings because You cleansed us through the blood of 
Your Son.  And so Lord, now you are ripping up and tearing out of the ground the 
evil curses and defilement that has taken place.  The witchcraft that has brought 
iniquities and curses is being uprooted by You.  Even the trauma that has taken 
place and has gone into the land. Even that which has gone back into the curse 
of slavery and racism.  You are saying, I am dealing by the power of My Spirit in 
this region and I am releasing in the place of that blessing.  Thousand year old 
blessing which is prophetic.  One thousand refers to fullness.  I am releasing the 
fullness of blessing where there was the fullness of cursing. I am releasing a 
fullness of anointing, the anointing oil, I am coming with the fullness of Pentecost 
to this region and I am going to pour out full oil, the fullness of anointing.  An 
anointing that breaks every yoke, that breaks every curse, an anointing that goes 
beyond just to My people but that overflows to the region and those that don’t 
know Me are going to get filled with My Spirit.  Because My oil is going to them 
and they are going to get hungry because the oil is going to touch then and when 
it touches them their eyes are going to open, the veil is going to lift, revelation is 
going to come, and they are going to be hungry for Me because they stepped in 
the oil and oil touched their head and their mind and their eyes and their thinking 
will change.   
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I am going to break witchcraft and even cause their witchcraft not to work.  They 
are going to say, we can’t hear like we used to hear in this region.  We can’t hear 
from the evil eye and evil forces.  It’s not working like it used to work.  Curses in 
bodies are going to begin to be broken and infirmities are going to leave.  
Disease is going to leave.  Disease that has been caused by the spirit of infirmity 
is going to leave.  Evil and disease that has been caused by the curses in the 
ground are going to leave.  Even the demonic oppression is going to leave.  
Demonization is going to leave and deliverance is going to take place in this 
region.   

And the oil will be the oil of revelation of hearing and the Spirit of wisdom and 
revelation will replace the deafness that has been in My people and has caused 
them not to hear and many of them to think I can’t talk anymore.  Their theology 
will even change and they will realize how ridiculous that this thinking is that God 
doesn’t talk anymore.  Suddenly they will begin to hear my voice and My Spirit 
will be allowed to speak to them. And the Lord says; I love talking to My people.   
I am the still small voice and I am the Spirit of revelation and the revelation of 
Jesus this is the spirit of prophecy.  So I will come in dreams. There will be a 
deluge of dreams come into this region and into My people. And the Lord says; I 
am going to give dreams to those that don’t believe in dreams. I am going to give 
visions to those that don’t believe in visions and they will say, I didn’t know that 
happened anymore, but I know I just had a vision.  

And I am going to move upon My leaders, those that don’t believe in these 
things, and I am going to lift the veil and cause them to see clearly and they will 
begin to hear and they will say, I believe in prophecy now.  I believe in the gifts of 
the Spirit now.  I believe in the Spirit of discernment now.  I believe in dreams and 
revelation and in words of knowledge.  Watch and see if there is not a deluge of 
the gift of discerning of spirits and words of wisdom and knowledge.  And even 
the gift of faith, the Lord says, and with this will come the gift of healing.  I am 
going to come into this region with a deluge of gifts of healing and the working of 
miracles. 

Jacquie Tyer:  I just want to say that Dutch just prophecies my pathway to the 
Spirit of God.  In January 1988 I was in a meeting with a Baptist intercessor 
woman and she said someone here has been wasting time and I want to redeem 
it.  Now what you have to know it was the year I had been in bed six or seven of 
the twelve months.  I had been through having a baby, a surgery, a move, and 
had a hyperactive kid, a two year old and a six month old.  So my life was crazy.  
The Lord put me on my face in a Baptist prayer meeting.  He said; if you will give 
me the time I ask you I will turn your life around.  I didn’t know what I believed.  I 
thought everything Dutch just talked about, I had been trained to think that way.  I 
was taught God didn’t talk anymore, but He had been talking to me since I was 
four about years old.  I was taught you don’t see visions anymore, but I had been 
seeing visions all my life but I couldn’t talk about it because visions didn’t exist 
and they were of the Devil.   
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Come on, I'm talking to those in the room and in this region. Then I was going out 
by crazy circumstances to be on a TV program with Jay Sekulow in 1989.  While 
sitting at breakfast with Pam, his wife, and I said; what am I doing going to 
California to be on a Charismatic TV station when I don’t even know what I 
believe about the gifts of the Spirit.  She said; I don’t know, but you are going 
tomorrow.  I got home that afternoon and while my kids were taking a nap I was 
sitting there having time with the Lord and I began speaking in tongues.  And, this 
is no joke, I wrote on the edge of my journal; Now what?  I was 31 years old and 
knew nobody that spoke in tongues.  I was sitting in my living room praying in the 
Spirit.  About two weeks later I got bold enough to ask my prayer partner; What 
do I do with this?  And she started dancing around the room.  I was so glad I 
could have just spit nails.  I said; What are you dancing for? And she said; 
Because God answered by prayers.  You see, you are praying for somebody and 
they are resisting but don’t give up because God is hearing your prayers and 
God will meet them and He will drop that scroll out of Heaven straight into their 
spirit and He will overtake them with a spirit of surprise.  He is going to overtake 
them with a spirit of wonder.  He is going to overtake them with a spirit of 
passion.  And, He is going to turn them into one that wanted to be and into 
somebody who knew the God who was.   

Dutch Sheets:  You see, when the Spirit of revelation is poured out, it affects not 
only believers or Christians who don’t believe.  The Spirit begins to permeate the 
atmosphere.  This is what happens in revivals that cause unbelievers who get in 
a region where revival is taking place and one day they don’t want God, and then 
suddenly the next day they find themselves thinking, I want God.  It can happen 
instantly because they step into an atmospheric change where the Spirit 
permeated the regions atmosphere.   The heavens open and the veil is lifted off a 
region.  That’s what I saw when I was praying.  I saw the veil, the grid; begin to 
lift off of the region.  When this happens, it won’t just affect you, it will affect 
everybody in a region.  Now that is what I’m seeing right now.  I’m seeing it here 
for some of you that said; I wish I could prophecy, I wish I had dreams; I wish I 
would receive words of knowledge.  I just saw a dark veil float up and out of this 
place, lifting off of all of us.  And everybody could hear more clearly.  Saying, I 
never could hear clearly, now I can hear. I never could prophecy, but now I hear 
from the Lord for the first time in my life.  That is going to happen for some of 
you.  Some of you are going to have dreams to night as confirmation to what I 
am saying.  You are going to wake up in the morning and say; I had God dreams.   

We just say what we see.  I see that grid being pulled off and the Spirit of 
revelation coming.  The kalusis is becoming the Apo and I release the Spirit of 
revelation into this place and this region and I say; Now the voice of the Lord will 
be strong!  The Spirit of prophecy, the testimony of Jesus will be strong.  Wisdom 
and revelation will marry and function together.  I release dreams, visions, 
prophecy, words of knowledge, words of wisdom, discerning of spirits.  I release 
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the prophetic anointing of Jesus of Holy Spirit into this place and into this region.  
In the Name of Jesus.   

I felt a while ago that we were to do communion.  Jacquie said; That’s why I 
brought this.  I felt the same thing. The reason we call it communion is because 
the Bible says it is sharing the body of Jesus.  It is partaking.  There is a word in 
the NT that translates to partake, share with someone, to commune.  Another 
word is koinonia.  Most people just think of koinonia as just fellowship, when we 
come together to just fellowship.  But it is much more than that.  It is used in the 
context of the Lord’s table.  When we do this, it is a covenant meal.  It is a meal 
that does more than remember His death.  It’s a meal that imparts to us.  He says 
you are suppose to impart or partake of My body, My victory, the power of My 
blood.  You are suppose to partake of more than just this.  You are suppose to 
partake of Me.  I want to focus on the word communion.  How can we miss this?  
It is a word that implies we commune with Him.  This enables us to talk to Him 
and hear His voice.  The Lord said to me earlier as a picture. a prophetic act of 
Me lifting the veil.  Lift the veil, but now you apokalupsis. The lifted veil is 
revelation.  You get to partake of the revelation meal, the covenant meal which 
also puts us in communion with Him.  We are going to celebrate as a prophetic 
act that the Spirit of revelation is now on us and this region.   

Jacquie Tyer:  The only thing that I want to add is because of some of the things 
that were done today prophetically to break alignment with the covenant of 
mammon that even as you have been coming and giving tonight and coming into 
alignment with what Heaven is saying, and that earth is moving into that 
agreement.  As we take this communion we are reaffirming our covenant with the 
King out from alignment with mammon and into alignment with the King of Glory.   

Dutch Sheets:  So when you do this I want you to say; The Spirit of revelation 
rests on me now so I can commune with Him at a higher level.  Lord, we thank 
You for Your broken body and what it did for us.  It is just as strong today as it 
was 2,000 years ago when it bled, when it was beaten, and lashed that heaven is 
still speaking.  As we do this, we say in faith that we are partaking of You, Your 
health, Your strength.  Everything we need was in that sacrifice, everything.  We 
take it now as we eat bread together.  Lord, we say that every curse was broken, 
every iniquity, every sin, every weakness, every failure was made provision for.  
Not only for us but for our land.  You said that the land can be cursed and defiled 
and that the land would become so defiled that the crops would not grow the way 
they should, it wouldn’t rain when it is suppose to, and it would rain when it 
wasn’t suppose to rain, and insects and plaques would take over because even 
the earth itself and nature becomes defiled.  But You said when we come into 
covenant with You even our land is cleansed, our crops and our produce.  For 
some of us that’s our business, our pocketbook.  You said our barns would be 
plenty, we would be head and not the tail, above and not below, blessed in the 
city and in the country, blessed when you go in and when you come out, your 
enemies will come at you one way but they will flee seven ways.   
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We say as we do this tonight that we partake of Your victory not only for our self 
but for our households, our children.  Prodigals are going to be touched by the 
power of God as we do this right now because You said that You would bless our 
children also. So we say that those that are prodigals who are running from You 
will be impacted by our covenant meal right now.  And we say Lord, that the Spirit 
of Revelation our ears are being opened, communion will take place; the ability to 
communicate with you and intimacy will go to another level.  He has instructed 
husbands and wives to take this together so that there will be greater intimacy in 
their relationship, harmony, that they can be closer together.  Lord, we thank You 
that this is so powerful that this affects every area of our lives and that we 
become closer to You and to one another.  Your voice will be clearer, healing will 
flow, iniquities and addictions will be broken now by the blood of Jesus.  Your 
bones will be strong because of this meal, because of what it represents, the 
blood of Jesus.  Your heart will be strong.  Your vertebra will be healed.  
Blockages will go away. Your knees will get stronger.  Your organs will work 
better because of the Blood of the Lamb.  Your mind will be sharper and stronger.  
Imbalances in your chemistry will be dealt with by the Blood of the Lamb.  Your 
blood will be pure.  Your teeth will be strong and cavities will go away.  Arthritis 
will leave you by the Blood of Jesus and the power of the blood and the name 
that is in you.  We exalt the Name of Jesus.  Your youth will be renewed as an 
eagle as you commune with the body. We drink to life!  We drink to salvation!  We 
drink to victory!  We say Jesus won the victory.  He rose from the dead and He 
lives forever.  We have victory over death and the grave. We drink the victory 
meal together now.  Come on; let’s give a big shout of victory in the house.  
Jesus! You are victory over the grave, death, every demon.  You are the winner, 
not the looser.  We thank you Jesus!   

Jacquie Tyer:  I went to this seminar.  This is going to sound really weird so just 
go with me for a minute.  We are almost done but the Lord said to share this.  I 
went to this seminar on stem cell treatment.  This guy is talking about this and 
knows people who have had this and had incredible breakthrough and the Holy 
Spirit began speaking to me about stem cells.  One of the things at the seminar 
was they called stem cells the God cells because they don’t know why it does 
what it does.  It goes to the place that it is needed.  It just knows how to go there.  
If they inject it into the knee it knows how to go to the cartilage that needs 
restoring.  If they inject it into the back it knows how to go to the place that needs 
to be restored and it is regenerated.  As we were taking communion, I said my 
communion is my stem cell treatment.  It is my stem cell treatment that goes 
down into the place in your soul, in your body, even your spirit that needs 
regeneration.  Even into those places that you have tried everything else you 
know and it hasn’t worked.  The Lord said to receive His stem cell because the 
other thing about stem cell is; it is the purest because it’s taken from the umbilical 
cords in most treatments now.  It is the purest most undefiled, most unexposed to 
nature, to disease, to medicine, to anything.  So when we take communion it is 
the pure undefiled God cells coming into us.  I want to decree over this region, 
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over this state and over the ekklesia in this region that God says I am showing 
you a strategy to receive my stem cells to restore and regenerate that which has 
been damaged for years, for years, because the purest cells out of Heaven will 
generate and multiply at an exorbitant rate.  It doesn’t matter how long it has 
been here God says the curses of yesterday are overtaken by the stem cells of 
Heaven that were shed by the blood of Jesus.  So Lord, let Your cells in our 
bodies, in our families, in our cities, in our state and the states around us 
regenerate that which has been broken down.  Regeneration is our portion.   

As we dismiss tonight I am going to have Nathaniel take us into this song, I Am 
Revival. Last night someone wrote me after we sang this song and they said the 
surge in the room was incredible.  Everyone was grabbing hold of it, but when it 
came time for us to sing I am revival you felt people pull back because of false 
humility and religion has said we can’t say I am revival.  But God says you are 
revival.  You see He is looking for a people who say it’s not by power or by might 
but by My Spirit and He is on the inside of us and by His Spirit living on the inside 
of us, we become revival.  And every where we go, as we said earlier tonight, our 
feet are anointed with glory and every where we go we bring glory with us and 
we bring revival with us.  So I want sing and I want you to sing it with the power 
of conviction.  I want you to decree I AM REVIVAL.  As we sing I want you to 
break through to that place and say before Heaven and earth, I AM REVIVAL!   
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